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Abstract
Competition for university applicants has pushed MBA programs to recruit
broadly by taking a more marketing focused self-promotional approach. To grow their
applicant pool, many turn to customer relationship management (CRM) systems to
manage email recruitment campaigns. CRM systems are efficient communication
managers that consistently deliver promotional email content to vast online audiences.
However, writing and rhetoric scholarship promote the idea that interfaces, such as CRM
systems, are more than mere tools; instead, they impact the purpose, content, and form of
communications. This study explores a CRM software interface along with the emails
generated from such systems. The first part of the study describes the affordances of a
CRM system using my own experiential knowledge as a CRM system user. In the second
part, I acted as a prospective applicant to 34 different MBA programs and collected 266
emails generated from CRM systems. I finished the study with a rhetorical analysis of
emails grouped by the amount of data collected from the MBA programs’ online request
for information forms. This study found that audience segmentation was underutilized,
email series varied in their timing and content, and that more data did not translate into
more targeted messages. CRM systems are complex and although they extend the
repertoire of possible actions, they also frame outcomes which effect the persuasive
impact of email recruitment campaigns. Additionally, it is unknown who benefits from
vast amounts of personal data collected by MBA programs’ online request for
information forms, a detail that requires further study.
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Introduction
This thesis is a reflective experiential study of a customer relationship marketing
(CRM) software interface and a rhetorical analysis of the recruitment emails generated
from CRM software interfaces. The study was formed through my work as a recruiter at
James Madison University with two years of experience implementing and using a CRM
software interface to send email messages to prospective MBA program applicants. The
primary focus is on the rhetorical aspects of the CRM software interface’s affordances
and limits on recruitment email messaging. This first chapter of the thesis presents the
background of the study, introduces the problem, describes its significance, and notes the
delimitations of the study. The chapter concludes with an overview of the methodology
used.
Background
In the academic year, 2017-18, enrollments declined significantly for professional
graduate programs, particularly MBA programs. According to the Wall Street Journal,
MBA programs saw drops in applications as much as 20% even at the top-tier schools
(Gee, 2018). The article also cited that global competition for students means that MBA
programs must compete against each other for a decreasing market share (Byrne, 2018).
Not only increased competition but also economic, political, and ethical forces, push
universities to fill all available seats with a diverse student body. Jeffrey Selingo cited a
2018 Harris Poll to illustrate the significant shifts in what students want from a college
education shown to be driven by the changing demographics in America. Since 2013, he
has also discussed, “a perfect storm of financial, political, demographic, and
technological forces” that will require institutions to cater to an increasingly diverse
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population or risk losing market share. Such an environment necessitates that university
recruiters create communication plans that incorporate authentic and relevant messages of
value to a diverse group of prospective applicants that communicate a strong brand
message. Universities adopt branding strategies to keep up with other institutions that are
using similar strategies. (Fay and Zavattaro, 2016). But creating relevant content for
prospective applicant email messaging and managing relationships with prospective
applicants is a labor-intensive undertaking. Therefore, to meet audiences’ preference for
electronic communication, universities increasingly reply on CRM software interfaces to
manage digital communication with prospective applicants. It is not unusual for
university recruitment initiatives to routinely send multiple emails to a single interested
individual over an extended time period. Thus, CRM software interfaces are adopted
because they efficiently send and track large numbers of email communications over a
recruiting season. By using CRM software interfaces, even small recruitment offices can
efficiently manage email campaigns that send thousands of messages to their applicant
pool in a season. Referred to as the recruitment cycle, the instrumental goal of messaging
through a CRM software interface is to deliver friendly and welcoming messages of
value to prospective applicants and build relationships to persuade them to apply.
CRM software interfaces are efficient tools for data collection and managing
relationships that make it easier for university recruiters to send informational emails
about programs. However, writing and rhetoric scholarship reminds us that software
interfaces are not neutral tools. CRM software interfaces have specific protocols that
affect the email messages that recruiters create and send. From a rhetorical perspective,
CRM software interfaces complicate the fundamental relationship between what is
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communicated to audiences through language against how email messages can be
communicated. As discussed by Nathan Johnson (2012), the what of content and the how
of technology are significant points of concern within writing and rhetoric scholarship.
Authors of digital content are not always aware that the underlying structures of
the technologies used for composing, what Johnson (2012) calls “invisible scaffolding,”
can reconfigure the rhetorical situation. The use of CRM software interfaces by
university recruiters are also subject to these same underlying structures that impact the
types of email messages that can be composed, sent, received, and read.
Studying the rhetoric of infrastructure makes visible the affordances and limits on
authors’ rhetorical goals when using CRM software interfaces for university recruitment.
Just as Kristin Arola (2010) claims that content should not be separated from form,
neither should email messaging be separated from the CRM software interfaces that
produce them. While much scholarship has investigated the relationship in technology
use between author-audience power dynamics and software interfaces on the writing
process, this study seeks to describe the impacts of using CRM software interfaces to
send email messages and the ways in which it complicates the recruiter-text-audience
relationship.

4
Literature Review
Interfaces
As we know, an interface1 is a mixture of hardware and software devices that
allow machines and humans to exchange information. The exchange takes place between
hardware, software, and people in any combination. For example, a computer keyboard
allows a person to type an email message that appears on the screen. The keyboard is
exchanging information with the components inside the computer which are also
interfaces. The keyboard would be a device interface and the email messaging program
would be a software interface. When used, the computer keyboard produces other
interfaces; for example, email messages are interfaces when they are coded with
hyperlinks for recipients to click. The multilayering of hardware and software interfaces
extend our communicative capabilities; separated from ourselves, we perceive them as
nonhuman tools. But interfaces are more than mere tools and the ambient and ubiquitous
characteristics of technology suggest that communication is becoming ever more a hybrid
of human and nonhuman action (Barnett, 2015).
Writing and rhetoric scholarship also wrestles with this same idea about
technology and the degree to which, what Aristotle calls techne, is a human-art that gives
autonomy and power to the human-writer. Still, it is not clear how Aristotle would
explain modern day machine-to-human exchanges in the public sphere now that
communication is becoming vastly automated. Another foundational argument in writing
and rhetoric literature is found in the differences between how Lloyd Bitzer describes the

1

This chapter reviews the writing and rhetoric literature concerned with software interfaces;
however, in cases where words other than “interface” were used, for example, platforms, portals, listserves, etc., except in cases of direct quotes, I chose to replace similar terms with the word “interface.”
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“Rhetorical Situation” as dependent on material forces juxtaposed against Richard Vatz’s
claims that the rhetorical situation is created from social contexts (Pflugfelder, 2015).
Writing and rhetoric literature about interfaces and their effects on writing also
fall along similar lines: those that involve the idea that interfaces outwardly shape
communication and those that envision a hybrid co-shaping of communication via human
and nonhuman forces (Prenosil, 2015). The discussions often surround the idea that when
producing a piece of digital writing, authors are integrated with or separated from the
means of production. Nonetheless, both viewpoints advocate that interfaces do influence
an author’s writing in digital spaces.
Another aspect of interfaces that is often discussed is that interfaces are not
neutral, nor should they be described in purely positive terms. In 1994, Selfe and Selfe
took a critical stance about the need to make visible the ideological and cultural
characteristics that are inherent within computer interfaces. They see interface use, for
example, using a computer in the writing classroom, as a diminishing of the possibilities
in what can be written and what can be read. Kendrick (2005) also noted that software
interfaces are designed for “ease” but only for a specific group of people: “To someone
other than the ‘average user,’ it is often difficult to participate in a system that was
structured with little thought of your ‘kind’.” An example of this would be found in the
layout of a Qwerty keyboard with its lack of non-English characters and the inclusion of
symbols that may not be understood by all users.
The fact that interfaces are not impartial was also argued by Stanfill (2015) who
suggested that interfaces are the products of their social contexts and are “neither
inevitable nor neutral.” One reason why interfaces are often overlooked was discussed
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by Kendrick, (2005). She cites that interfaces are deliberately designed to be easy to use
to the point of being invisible – “If an interface is well designed, it will remain unnoticed
when used.”
The rise of interest in interfaces to writing and rhetoric scholarship mostly began
when technology started appearing in classrooms and composition teachers realized that
the new classroom technologies complicated the teaching of writing. This made
interfaces a subject of analysis. Wysocki and Jasken (2004) did a study that revisited
articles from the academic journal, Computers and Composition, to see how interfaces
were talked about. The articles were written by teachers in the 1980s and 1990s, an early
time when various writing technologies were showing up in composition classrooms. In
the articles, there was a consensus by teachers that interface design does shape the actions
and thinking of individuals while composing using interfaces. They found that interfaces
shape the decisions that composers of texts can make on the arrangement of visual
elements and the types of audiences they can write to. This implies that interfaces are
decidedly rhetorical because they shape our understanding of ourselves and our audiences
via the artifacts that we can make using them.
The idea that interfaces not only shape our actions but also shape our sense of
who we are and what we value is another body of knowledge in writing and rhetoric
scholarship. Jennifer Almjeld (2014) studied an online dating website and how the
templates provided to their members to create their profiles shape how they could selfrepresent themselves. The choices that were offered to them by the menu-driven interface
implied that only some personal characteristics are valued, and other personal
characteristics should be hidden. In terms of identity building, Hatter and Howard (2013)
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also theorized that it is possible for interfaces to induce a sense of belonging through
interpellation – Kenneth Burke’s observation; that when aspiring to join groups, people
will perform what is presented to them so that they too can “fit-in.” Therefore, how
software interfaces are organized can produce emotions and facilitate psychological states
and behaviors in their users (Deng and Poole, 2010). The identity building aspects of
interfaces make them activation sites that offer up right and wrong ways for users to
behave, think, and feel.
The interest in interfaces by writing and rhetoric pedagogy shows the disciplines’
belief that composing with digital interfaces shape audience perceptions (Rosinski, 2009).
Interfaces offer up rhetorical choices to writer-designers that are technical in nature but
ultimately rhetorical. As James Porter has discussed, the way that online audiences
access, engage, and interact with information is subject to “the canon of rhetorical
delivery in the digital age” (2009). This means that interfaces co-contribute to writerdesigner messaging with an effect on its persuasive force.
In addition to seeing the interface as co-contributing, others have emphasized that
the way that an interface is configured will reflect the needs of a particular group of
users. Cubbison, (1999) relying on Andrew Feenberg’s discussion of interface
configuration, discusses how interface programmers are confined by their own
frameworks of activity because a “technical system is not just a plan in the heads of a few
administrators; it is a real thing with its own properties, its own logic.” Therefore, the
technical configuration of an interface can constrain or enhance the moves that can be
accomplished by not only the users but also the creators of it. Interfaces are made up of
sets of procedures and John Gallagher (2017) talked about the interface’s internal
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“procedural rhetoric” that influences writing texts for algorithmic audiences. The set of
procedures used by an interface will affect writing for an audience that is segmented due
to the application of that interface’s algorithm. Caplan and boyd (2018) were also
concerned with the effects of algorithms used by interfaces and how they affect what
information is presented to whom.
Cubbison together with Caplan and boyd remind us of the importance of
understanding interface creators’ ways of knowing, and Robert Cummings (2000)
reminds us that programmers also work within the limitations of their programs. He states
that programmers must obey rules similar to those that a composer of texts must adhere
to because coding also follows the rhetorical triangle. Just like authors, programmers
must envision a human audience that lives outside of the nonhuman machine. Software
interfaces are also structured by the rhetorical triangle of “coder as writer, machine as
reader, and software program as text.” (Cummings, 2000).
Scholars investigating interfaces point to them as action sites for co-shaping
authors’ intensions and audiences’ perceptions through their ease of use; also, the claim
of CRM software sellers. Too, their technical configurations encompass a set of
procedures that may or may not reflect the needs of their users where interfaces, such as
CRM systems, are subject to their own internal logics that can breed irrationality. CRM
interfaces are being adopted on a widescale because industry accepts them to be superior
communication tools. However, individuals exploring the possibility of adopting a CRM
system should be aware of their limitations.
Beyond the learning curve to knowing how to operate a CRM system, Email
templates must be created that conform to the system being used. Writer-designers must
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learn the technological and rhetorical capacity of their audience to react to and interact
with the digital texts that come out of a CRM system. This is also an argument of Kristin
Arola (1996) that interfaces are closed systems which limit design choices and diminish
the rhetorical power of design. Writer-designers must often substitute aesthetic design
choices with technical requirements including the following: the size of files, bandwidth
requirements for digital message transmission, and the needs of the various devices that
can be written to (Sheppard, 2009). Thus, failure on the part of the writer-designer to
navigate these types of interface constraints can create not just problems with Aesthetics
but also rhetorical and usability problems. Ignoring the technical side of a system is risky
because of its potential impact within a communication and writer-designers often
demote form to a secondary concern due to the constraints of the interface they are using.
But just as CRM interfaces can impact Email formation, Email itself is subject to its own
set of concerns. During the development stages of Email creation, opportunities shift as
the higher-order limitations of the CRM system decrease and the rhetorical processes of
Email invention take over.
Email as Mini-interface
Email messages are themselves mini-interfaces that are subject to the similar
protocols and conventions as other types of interfaces. Email is the most used medium for
digital communication. According to the Radicati group (2019), the total number of
business and consumer emails sent and received in 2018 was 281 billion per day. While
other types of digital communications are also growing, such as IM messaging, still,
email is expected to continue to grow. By the year 2022, there will be over 4.2 billion
email users – over half of the total population of the planet. One reason Email has
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reached this level of presence and maintained its persistence is that anyone who wants to
utilize the internet needs an email address to do so. To participate in just about any online
activity requires an email account. Most times, people are required to sign up with their
email address for such activities as; social networking, instant messaging, shopping, and
many other kinds of accounts or presences online.
As an interface, Email has become fully standardized across every current digital
device. Just as with other interfaces that strive for ease of use, it makes no difference
what email client application the sender or recipient is using. The Radicati Group (2019)
reported that an email sent “from anyone in the world to another person anywhere in the
world will be received and, providing both parties understand the same language, will be
fully comprehensible.” The universal standardization of Email means that users know
what to expect in its form and function. One of the central principles in user interface
design is the principle of “least astonishment” (Seebach, 2001). This means that a user
interface element should behave in a manner consistent with how its users expect it to
behave. Such user expectations typically stem from using similar interfaces that users are
familiar with (IEEE/ACM, 2017).
The Email interface is made up of the elements: “Compose,” “Subject line,”
“PreText,” “Time/Date stamp,” “Sent from,” “Greeting,” “Body,” “Hyperlinks,”
“Attachments,” and “Closing,” along with the mechanisms to “Reply,” “Forward,”
“Archive,” and “Delete.” Worldwide all Email interfaces use these same elements which
are translated into their respective local languages. Therefore, the standardization of
Email interface’s elements gives users knowledge of what to expect and how to respond
whenever an email shows up in their inbox. Conversely, if Email arrives in any other way
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or format, it would be considered a problem or an anomaly. (IEEE/ACM, 2017). This is
like Stanfill’s (2015) claim that the way that an interface is designed “produces a
‘correct’ use even if different people produced various features – even if they were
produced in apparent isolation from each other."
Email is universally understood by its senders and receivers that also includes a
rhythm of call and response. The rate that Email travels depends on the level of internet
traffic and hardware and software configurations, but on average arrives into a receiver’s
inbox in about 7 - 60 seconds (HCI data, 2019). The pace at which email is responded to
depends on the subject with most responses in fewer than 60 minutes (HCI data, 2019).
The speed in which an interface can complete a task has consequences in how it is
perceived by users. Murray and Haubl (2011) explained that people can form a judgment
about a digital text, such as a webpage or an email within 50 milliseconds of accessing it.
Therefore, digital communications that are optimized for ease and speed can gain market
share which further reinforces audience expectations and further contributes to the
establishment of Email as a communicative norm.
By using Email interfaces, writer-designers gain expediency and efficiency to
communicate with their audience. However, with every widely adopted new technology
older methods are displaced (McLuhan, 1994). The expediency and speed that Email
interfaces afford users replace past practices of information sharing that had a slower
more thoughtful pace. With new digital communication interfaces, their expediency tends
to imply that there is only one way to communicate with audiences which is to satisfy
everyone’s need for quick information.
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In its early development during the ‘70s, Email started out as a text-based medium
(Anthes, 2018). But as interfaces have evolved and internet bandwidth has expanded,
most all marketing emails are now written in HTML code. This allows Email messages to
be multimodal and interactive and can include images, links, multimedia, scripts, and
calls to action. Because Email is an interactive interface it can foment presence. Teena
Carnegie (2009) defines the interface of new media (which includes Email) as a function
of Cicero’s exordium – the rhetorical opening and the space where the audience becomes
“well-disposed, attentive, and receptive” (Carnegie from Cicero, 1960). The interactivity
of the Email interface is how authors and recipients come together and engage with one
another.
As exordium, Email is a multi-directional medium that fosters dialogic
engagement and encourages response. According to Carnegie (2009), the actions of
receivers and responders’ interactions rhetorically foster higher levels of engagement.
Whenever a receiver of an email clicks a link or replies back to an email, a follow-up
email will be sent. The back and forth of email messaging allow the receiver to function
as both sender and receiver; thus, messages take on a referential quality. This leads to the
feeling of presence because of user perceptions that produce a sense of being connected
with others (Carnegie, 2009). While face-to-face interaction is the highest level of social
presence, Email exchanges can foster this same state of connectedness and involvement
due to its interactive interface capabilities.
This means that composing a digital Email requires careful attention to both
traditional and technological rhetorical considerations. Just as in composing written text,
the iterative process of producing digital content requires a “great deal of trying out and
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revising possibilities” (Sheppard, 2009). Writer-designers must continually weigh the
suitability of subject matter content, the communicative affordances of various media and
modes, and the appropriate use of various applications for the intended users along with
their technological capabilities (Sheppard, 2009). Negotiation of how to address these
variables happens during the development stages and when first crafting Email. Writerdesigners should always begin by determining the needs, interests, and technical
resources of the intended users. Once a clear picture of the audience and the
communicative goals have been established, then writer-designers can begin to consider
how HTML interactivity might be used to help accomplish the writer-designer’s goals.
As invention of the Email continues, these ideas should be revisited and revised so that
the media and technology choices are meeting the rhetorical purpose for users and other
stakeholders.
Ultimately, writing and rhetoric literature promote the idea that interfaces are not
neutral, can shape our thinking and actions, have an impact on the purpose, content, and
form of communications, and are co-contributors to the persuasive potential of messages.
And, like all rhetorical applications, Aristotle reminds us that rhetorical choices can be
practiced badly or well. Because CRM interfaces have different affordances compared to
Email interfaces, in this study both are explored. Together, they shape the possibilities for
communication. In the next section, I overview my methodology.
Methodology
Given the literature that asks us to attend to interfaces, my method involves a
write-up that reflectively applied my personal experiences using a CRM software
interface to recruit prospective MBA applicants to submit an application to the program I
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represent. Experiential research is done in the context of its own environment in order to
reach some in-depth understanding of a phenomena (Moustakas, 1994). In the case of my
study, I engaged in a reflective investigation of how I used a proprietary CRM software
interface at my workplace to manage recruitment communications with prospective MBA
applicants. Then, I continued with a rhetorical analysis of a collection of email messages
generated from CRM software interfaces assumed to be like the one that I used.
In the first part of my study, I applied an experiential learning cycle outlined by
David Kolb (1984) to investigate how I use the CRM software interface in my daily
recruitment activities. The experiential learning cycle consists of five stages that pave the
way to meaningful learning: 1. Experiencing, 2. Reporting, 3. Processing, 4.
Generalizing, and 5. Applying. During this part of my research, I kept notes on how I
used my workplace’s CRM software interface and I focused on how using it aided in my
communication efforts along with its impacts on email messaging due to its affordances.
In the second part of my study, I acted as a prospective MBA applicant between
the months of October and December 2018 which is typically a period when prospective
applicant inquiries are most active. Since IRB protocols indicated that I was not obtaining
information from living individuals, I decided to not to disclose that I was a researcher to
the various MBA programs that I applied to. As Lori Beth DeHertogh (2018) notes,
drawing on Owens’ remarks, “a researcher’s relationship to her subjects is a rhetorical
contract that responds to a researcher’s perception of her own ethos and to the perception
of her research subjects.” While my research wasn’t designed to interact beyond the
CRM system, I saw my decisions as ethically appropriate—using my own identity factors
to see how the MBA programs and the CRM options shaped a relationship to a potential
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applicant. My choice was not to make my presence known to MBA programs so that I
could be treated as a typical prospective applicant would and experience the email
communication process for myself as the audience. I chose this method of intermingling
my professional and personal understandings to gain insights about my own options as a
user of CRM software interfaces. Therefore, locating myself as a researcher and
positioning myself on both sides of the recruitment email messaging process, I could
disclose information about a complex process that would be difficult to uncover
otherwise.
In all, I applied to 34 different MBA programs and collected 266 emails – all sent
to me using some type of CRM software interface. I grouped each of the MBA programs’
emails according to how much data was collected from me when I filled out their online
request for information form. I only filled out one form for each school, even if a school
asked for additional information. I did not use deception in my study, and I filled out each
form consistently by answering all questions even if some were marked “optional.” It is
the finding of Preibusch et.al. (2013) and my experience as a CRM system user, that most
prospective applicants will answer all questions presented on online forms even when
they are clearly marked as “optional.” In addition to filling out all the information, I
decided to approach free-form boxes similarly. These free form boxes invited me to type
in my comment, question, or answer to a prompt. To be consistent in my study and
eliminate variables, I always typed in the same question which was; “What is the average
GMAT score for your program?” Free-form boxes are not common and only seven of the
34 MBA programs included one.
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I then applied my expertise as a user of a CRM software interface and completed
a rhetorical analysis of each MBA program’s series of email messages that I received.
Instead of discussing the 266 emails individually, I grouped them by MBA program
along with discussing ones where a series revealed some level of using a CRM system
affordance to foster engagement.
By not just studying the CRM software interface, but also including my
perspectives as an email message receiver, my hope is to help university recruiters better
understand the affordances and limits that these systems have on the rhetorical goals of
their recruitment efforts.

The Study, Part One
Using a CRM Software Interface
I am a recruiter for MBA programs at a mid-size state university. Because
universities have moved towards a customer relationship model in their recruitment
practices and following suit with other universities, ours has invested in a CRM software
interface. There are a variety of CRM systems but in the higher education market, the
major vendors are Salesforce, Hobsons, Slate, and CollegeNet.
At my university, I use the CollegeNet Prospect™ product. It is a proprietary
software system used primarily to process applications but also includes add-on modules
to use for recruitment. CollegeNet Prospect™ is a database with javascripting capabilities
so that I can customize and manage email recruitment campaigns to persuade prospective
MBA applicants to apply. As I use the CRM software interface, I collect data from
individuals who fill out an online request for information form to our MBA program. I
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then segment the data into profile groups and target these groups to send a series of
emails to them with the goal of keeping them engaged until they apply.
All CRM software interfaces function similarly and according to the CollegeNet
website’s (2018) marketing literature:
Prospect™ is a relationship management and recruiting software
that is a powerful communication tool. It includes automated HTML
emails that keep you top-of-mind with your prospects from first contact
through matriculation.
In what follows, I will overview my work with the CRM interface, focusing on
five specific areas:
− The CRM interface overview
− Data collection/data cleaning
− The importance of segmentation
− Curation
− Engagement
I’ve divided my experiences into these five areas, moving from the CRM system
set up (the interface, the data collection/data cleaning, and the logic of segmentation) then
to the decisions about what marketing resources to draw on, from images to messages
(curation) in order to arrive at engagement with potential applicants to our program.
The CRM Interface Overview
In my work, the CRM software interface is most useful when I can see a
prospective applicant’s history of communications with our MBA program. This is
possible because the CRM software interface also fully integrates with our other campus
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systems and I can see important information such as if a prospective applicant started an
application or if they are one of our undergraduate alumni. I use all information contained
in the CRM software interface to compile a profile about prospective applicants so that I
can send them the most relevant email messages for their situation. Message relevance
and timing is one of the cornerstones of relationship marketing that help to guide
prospective applicants to apply to our MBA program.
Once I compile individual profiles, I then segment them into groups. For example,
the most useful groupings we use are by geographic location, area of interest, gender, and
citizenship status. Additionally, profiles can be managed without my intervention because
the CRM software interface will resegment the profiles immediately whenever a
prospective applicant’s status changes. For example, when a prospective applicant starts
an application, the CRM software interface will move their profile from the “Prospective
Applicant” pool into a new “Applicant” pool and a new communication workflow so that
they receive a different series of email messages. Depending on a prospective applicant’s
activity or change in status, the CRM software interface helps me make sure everyone is
receiving the most relevant messages that match their true situation.
Segmenting an audience is an important affordance and a major reason why
businesses invest in CRM software interface technology. Prospective applicants
searching for MBA programs expect to have information sent to them electronically that
is beneficial and tailored to their needs. It would be difficult for me to manage hundreds
of individual contacts over an extended period and to continuously send useful and
inviting emails to them while simultaneously knowing their status in real-time.
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The CRM software interface is helpful when I need to know a prospective
applicant’s known history so that I can rate their readiness to join our MBA program.
Based on customized criteria collected into the CRM software interface, I can maximize
follow-up efforts. For instance, when I receive a phone call from a prospective applicant,
I will simultaneously look them up in the CRM software interface while I have them on
the phone to view the history of our prior communications and then use that information
to build upon our conversation. When a prospective applicant feels that I have knowledge
about them, for example, that I know which university they graduated from or the town
that they live in, it verifies for the caller that I know their situation; it may also
unconsciously give the caller the feeling that we are interested in them as individuals.
Making connections and building a sense of belonging is a core component of
relationship marketing which the CRM software interface facilitates.
In order to provide the right message at the right time, the CRM software
interface stores a variety of templates and email workflows inside the system. These are
assets that have been developed prior to each recruitment period. Each season, I review
the existing email campaigns, templates, and workflows for effectiveness and edit
existing emails or create new ones as needed. As I review or create new emails, I make
sure that they meet our university’s branding standards. Branding is used to distinguish
our MBA program from others. Staying on brand plays a vital role in influencing
perceptions and strong brands have been positively linked to recruitment outcomes.
(Rutter, et. al., 2017 citing Salleh, 2009). The large stock of templates and images curated
inside the CRM system helps to impose a uniformity in style, voice and tone to uphold
our brand recognition.
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Much of what CollegeNet has to say in their advertising literature about their
CRM software interface is how I use the system in my work as an MBA program
recruiter. However, while CollegeNet and other CRM system vendors tout their software
as an efficient solution to the time demands imposed by relationship marketing, CRM
software interfaces themselves are labor intensive to implement. It takes a large upfront
investment in time and know-how to create a system from scratch and it takes daily
maintenance and testing to keep the system running. Additionally, it necessitates that I
adopt a dual role in my recruitment responsibilities: I manage and maintain the CRM as a
system technologist; I work as a communicator, ethically promoting the MBA program,
juggling the interests of all constituents.
Because in my study I talk about how the CRM software interface affects the way
that I can conduct email messaging to prospective applicants, it is important that I make
clear what is meant by affordance. When talking about technology, people often mistake
a feature of a technology with the affordance a technology serves up. An affordance,
according to Evans, et.al. (2016) is “characterized by the distinct possibilities for action
present in the user-relationship in context.” When I am using my CRM system, I have
extended the repertoire of possible actions available to me. These added possibilities
influence my outcomes. In other words, when I use my CRM software interface, it frames
my choices. In John Durham Peter’s discussion of objects, he references Bruno Latour’s
example of the car alarm for those trying to drive without a seatbelt. Latour wondered
how long he could avoid his seatbelt when the car alarm annoyed, and at what point he
would give in and buckle up. Latour concluded that the design of a technical object has a
determinative force that is independent of the agency or ingenuity of the user.” (Peters,
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2017). Although not as demanding as a car alarm, the relationship to the CRM software
interface frames my decisions which may then influence my outcomes. While I would
argue that I work between a sense of the limits and possibilities of the software interface
frames, I still am able to make choices that help me feel that the CRM system offers
enough user agency for me to viably interact and recruit applicants to our program.
Therefore, my use of the CRM software interface frames, but does not determine, what
choices I make that finally will influence my outcomes.
Within the rest of this study, I will discuss the affordances and explain their
consequences in how I use my CRM software interface to facilitate my recruiting email
communications. Ultimately, I have found that the CRM software interface I use allows
me to consistently communicate, engage, and track prospective applicants and manage
recruitment campaigns. Because CRM software interfaces cannot exist without data, I
move to explain the details on how I collect data from individuals interested in obtaining
an MBA degree.
My Experiences in Data Collection/Cleaning the Data
When our university first implemented our CRM software interface, it was an
empty database without records or templates and the first thing we had to do was create a
way to collect records and send emails. We followed a typical standardization of protocol
(NIST, 2018) process to set up the new CRM software system. We created clearly
defined data collection and communication structures to forward our customer
relationship management goals. We had to make sure that the data collection process
would give us both distinct and true data along with the right amount of data to send our
audiences the right information at the right time. As evidenced in recent laws enacted in
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the U.S. and other countries, data collection protocols are based on serving the best
interests of the audience rather than for institutional expediency or exploitation. Thus,
principled companies have had to make significant changes in their data collection and
storage processes (Norton Rose, 2018).
Marketers want to collect as much information about clients as possible but
asking for more data than you intend to use is counterproductive (Preibusch, et.al., 2013).
This is because most people will give up their personal information in order to receive
information from companies they trust; however, people will lose trust and doubt
intentions when asked for more information than expected. Because university recruiters
have an ethical responsibility to advise prospective applicants about their suitability for a
program, they must determine the optimal data to collect. Therefore, data stewardship is a
major part of using and maintaining a CRM software interface.
To collect data, our MBA program created a request for information form on our
website to collect contact and other MBA program specific information from interested
individuals. We had to standardize the questions on the form so that the typed-in answers
would populate into a set of discrete fields in the CRM software interface. We also coded
the fields to accept only certain types of data, for example, a free-form text box versus a
field that only accepts numerals. From experience, we knew that data will be coming
from more than just this one online form, so we created fields that could be used across
various sources.
Our online MBA request for information (Fig. 1) form is a typical web-based
form that asks for an interested individual’s information such as name, address, whether
they like to be contacted via phone or email, how long they have worked, which
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university they graduated from, etc. The online form found on our MBA website can be
viewed by following this link: www.jmu.edu/cob/graduate/mba/.

Figure 1: Typical Request for Information Form

I have compared the number and types of questions that our MBA online
information request form includes against other universities and have noted some
differences. For instance, we have dropped the question about mailing address and only
ask for city, state, and country. This is due to our understanding that individuals expect to
receive their information immediately and digitally and not via postal service. As with
many other universities, we no longer mail out printed brochures. In addition to a shift in
typical address requests, we also have tailored a telephone entry. We request a phone
number, and the following question: “how would you like us to contact you?” This allows
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individuals to opt out of receiving phone calls. We decided it is important to
communicate with our audience according to their preferences and not ours.
Our MBA form has a mixture of required and optional fields. In terms of
mandatory required fields, there is a debate about their effectiveness. Studies have shown
having a mixture of fields clearly marked “required” or “optional” results in people
skipping the optional fields altogether. However, if all fields are left optional and the
word “optional” is not used, more people will fill all the data fields on the form even
when they don’t have to (Preibusch, et.al., 2013).
The online request for information form is not the only way we collect data.
Another way we can bring data into the CRM software interface is from in-person
information sessions or graduate school recruitment fairs. At these events, people walk up
to our table where we engage them in conversation about the program, and we gather
information about a prospective applicant’s background. Recruiters consider face-to-face
engagement as valuable; however, most of the richness of the exchange is lost to the
CRM software interface. I, like many recruiters, will take notes on paper to add to the
prospective applicant’s profile later. Additionally, the prospective applicant must fill out
a paper form that has the same questions as are on the website with the understanding that
we will be putting the information into the CRM software interface. Then after returning
to the office, I manually enter the data so that the interested individual will receive the
automated email communications coming out from the CRM system.
Another source where we receive data about prospective applicants is from
outside organizations such as the GMAT testing service or other third-party lists that are
purchased. This data is formatted according to the sending institution’s system and not
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our CRM software interface’s requirements and can cause data mismatches. For example,
most of the field names are different than what our CRM software interface uses, and the
data may not be conforming to our system, such as slashes instead of dashes in date
fields. Whenever I have received spreadsheet data from outside sources, I often spend
hours of time to clean up and format the data to fit our CRM software interfaces
requirements.
Good quality data is important to my job and to the function of the CRM software
interface. But cleaning data is not a procedure to be carried out but rather is a subjective
choice. According to danah boyd and Kate Crawford (2012), the process of data cleaning
is inherently subjective and leads to bias because you must make decisions about what
attributes and variables will be counted and which will be ignored. From a rhetorical
point of view, the language used to describe data cleaning is wrought with bias. The word
“cleaning” implies goodness, non-conforming data is called “dirty,” empty data fields are
interpreted as “null” instead of a non-answer, data inconsistencies must be “eliminated,”
and “good” data is always the goal. boyd and Crawford (2012) rightly point out that using
data: “is subject to limitation and bias” and that when those limitations are ignored,
“misinterpretation is the result.”
This was true in how I cleaned up data for the CRM software interface. As a
recruiter I have a dual role, first, to service the CRM software interface itself and second,
to work with prospective MBA applicants to help them understand the application
process. It is important to collect and clean up data because the CRM software interface
requires specific types of data to function. The cornerstone to any CRM software
interface is the steady inflows of quality personal information since the CRM software
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interface’s functional purpose is to be able to use collected data to segment and manage
relationships. But when data is nonconforming it must be altered, or the CRM system will
not work.
It is common that when people enter data into online forms, they take shortcuts.
Whether it is because they are in a hurry or simply unaware, they don’t enter the
information correctly. Sometimes they type in all caps, or the format of a phone number
or date doesn’t match what is required for the field. For example, international students
from some countries tend to put day, month, year. This causes problems, and I must take
time to reformat the data into a form that our CRM system accepts. Another common
data issue is that people will fill out the form more than once and give different
information each time. In these cases, if I don’t intercede and fix the issue, a person may
receive two messages or the wrong messages. Therefore, I must make decisions about
duplicate records where I judge what a prospective applicant’s intentions are.
Below is a list of the most common mistakes that require data cleaning:
− Mechanical errors (pressing the wrong key on the keyboard).
− Errors of judgment (applicant chose the wrong program).
− Validation errors or fuzzy logic (international prospective
applicants keep the default state “Alabama” because they don’t
understand they could choose “none”).
− Harmonization of data (changing “road” to Rd. to match U.S.
postal code specs).
− Duplicate elimination (I decide if someone is in the system more
than once and merge or delete the records).
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The data inside the CRM system is representative of the individual prospective
applicant and cleaning up data allows prospective applicants to receive the correct
communication that shares important details about our MBA program. Therefore,
maintaining the accuracy and consistency of the data in a prospective applicant’s profile
and over the record’s entire lifecycle is important requiring that data be transformed to
make it usable in the system. From the perspective as a CRM system technologist, this is
one side of my work that draws a lot of time and effort and takes away from engaging
with the people I am supposed to assist. From my perspective as an MBA program
recruiter, the new CRM software interface seems to interrupt my engagement with
prospective applicants rather than forward my mission to have a more meaningful and
relevant communication to build those relationships.
The Importance of Segmentation
Segmenting means the identification and isolation of a smaller subset of data. I
use the CRM system to target these segmented groups with special messages based on
specific characteristics. According to the marketing standards discussed in Mehta, et.al.
(1996), an effective segment must meet the criteria: accessible, measurable, substantial,
differentiable, and actionable. Audience segmentation is a central piece of relationship
marketing. By splitting up a large list of individual profiles and regrouping them
according to actionable characteristics, I can focus on those most likely to be qualified
and most likely to attend the MBA program. And, I know who is most qualified because
we asked the right targeted program-specific questions on our online request for
information form. By segmenting according to known information about my audience, I
can curate customized and relevant content. The CRM systems helps me keep track of
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where a person is in the recruitment cycle so that they receive the right message at the
right time. For example, I wouldn’t send a reminder to “start your application” if
someone has already started one. Nor would I send an email about “spring semester
deadlines” when they instead have indicated an interest in the fall semester.
According to Yankelovich and Meer (2006), good segmentations identify the
groups most worth pursuing and segments should include not only demographic features
(age, gender, geographical location) and psychographic features (lifestyle, interests); but
also, behavioral features (clicking a link, sharing unsolicited personal information, etc.).
However, depending on what you are trying to accomplish with your segmenting, not all
these segment types must be used. For most university recruiters using CRM software
interfaces, the demographic data are utilized more often than other attributes for
segmenting an audience.
In creating an audience group, the decisions that I make are affected by the CRM
software interface’s algorithms which are internal to the CRM. At my MBA program, I
attend to the prospective applicant’s answers to the questions from the online request for
information form pertaining to: location, graduation date, school graduated from, years
worked, and the optional, free-form text box that asks the question – “What are your
academic goals?”
Because the CRM software interface consistently collects data in a uniform way,
it is easy to segment prospective applicants based on our pre-determined criteria. With
each group, we send a specific email series to match their situation. Table 1 shows the
audience segments that I use most often.
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AUDIENCE
International prospects

DESCRIPTION
When they indicated that they are
from outside the U.S.

DATA DERIVED FROM
From the online Request for
Information Form

In-Progress Applicant

When they have started an
application

Automatically assigned by the CRM
when they begin their application

Out of Area prospects

When they are from a city and state
that is not within driving distance
to our location

From the online Request for
Information Form.

Undergraduate Alumni prospects

When they indicate that they are an
Alumni of our university

From the online Request for
Information Form, or determined by
the CRM system when they begin an
application

Table 1: Most used audience segments

As an example, one of the common segmentations I use is to identify prospective
applicants is by their geographic location. The data that the CRM system collects makes
it easy for me to see the people who are within driving distance to our program. When
someone is outside of our area, it is likely that they did not read the website information
that our MBA program requires some on-site classroom meetings. We have curated an
email workflow inside the CRM system for the out-of-area group that includes an offer to
connect by telephone so that we can explain the incompatibility between their selfreported city and state of residence and the driving distance to our program.
As I work through the profiles, I determine a prospective applicant’s stage of
readiness and differentiate those readiest to apply. For example, individuals with less than
two years of work experience will need to wait before they can apply. Consequently, they
are segmented into a pool where they continue to receive messages, but not any that focus
on applying now. The CRM system can assist me in assigning a segment type to a profile
within minutes of uploading a prospective applicant’s data. Additionally, the CRM
system will also automatically update profiles in real-time and will change profiles from
one segment type to another whenever new data is introduced that warrant a change.
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A CRM software interface gives me the ability to speak to the many different
audiences’ needs based on how I have segmented their profiles so that I can engage with
them in meaningful ways. But before I can have a meaningful engagement with a
segmented group of prospective applicants, I need to have pre-existing email messages
and communication workflows created and available for use. Next, I discuss curation, a
CRM system affordance that can be characterized as the back-stage area where I store the
various moving parts of my email campaigns. This is the part of the CRM software
interface where our email messages and other tangible components, such as workflows,
are stored to allow us to communicate to our segmented audience.
Curation
In order to have something to say to my segmented prospective applicant
audience, I must have a stock of email templates and the corresponding workflows
available inside of the CRM software interface to send a series of emails to each of the
distinct segmented audiences.
These assets were developed early during the implementation when we first
adopted the CRM software interface to facilitate our recruitment initiatives. We
developed a marketing plan that fit our goals and understanding of our audience norms
and expectations that adhered to our university brand standards. Prior to ever sending an
email out of the CRM software interface I collected and cataloged a set of digital assets
sanctioned by our university marketing team.
Table 2 shows a list of the types of tangible assets stored in the CRM software
interface:
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Images
Templates
Workflows
Forms

Pictures of university scenes of MBA students engaging in activities. Currently, we
have 48 archived images.
HTML coded templates to drop content into. Currently, we have developed 11
different template types.
Workflows are scripts that tell the CRM to send one email at a specified time to a
specific audience. Currently, we have 4 workflows.
We have one general form, but we also have a special use form used on a landing
page for 3rd party advertising.

Table 2: Types of assets stored inside a CRM system.

Curation is important to enforce the university brand and build trust with our
audience. The storage and retrieval of well-developed assets that are recognized by our
audience as coming from our MBA program is a CRM system affordance. Using it, I can
predetermine what is important to the audience and store the necessary templates, images,
and content for use later. This makes our messages consistent so that they do not drift
away from our university branding requirements.
Most of the work I do inside the CRM system to store and manage our digital assets
follow the set of norms for digital asset curation suggested by Yankel (2007):
− Manage the complete birth-to-retirement life cycle of the digital asset.
− Regularly evaluate which assets to include in, exclude from, or add to the
collection.
− Act proactively throughout the asset life cycle to add value to both the individual
digital asset and the entire collection.
Image selection and management is another important task that takes time. I need
to collect, label, and archive images that are relevant to the content and themes we create
for our email series. Pictures should be authentic representations, but sometimes we also
use stock images to create impact. Images are sometimes more important than content
because they can set a tone or communicate abstract concepts and values beyond what a
text is saying (Ramasubramanian, Gyure, and Mursi, 2002).
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The emails themselves must have a technological sophistication and a
professional look. Therefore, I worked with university marketing to create a variety of
HTML email templates. Prospective applicants make decisions about our MBA program
based on the emails they view. Therefore, the CRM software interface is a helpful tool to
keep track of the hundreds of images, workflows, and forms, etc. that are necessary to
pictorially and texturally represent the MBA program’s academic mission.
After data collection, segmenting the audience, and curating the necessary assets
to send, I then must channel all the CRM system’s resources to engage with our
prospective MBA program applicants.
Engagement
Engagement is a marketing term that describes the online and offline
interactions between customers and businesses. To engage with the prospective
applicants requires that each email I send to them has an invitation to reply. I develop a
relationship by sending useful value-added information that includes a call to action. The
call to action most often takes the form of asking them to, “ learn more,” “contact us” or
“apply now.”
Since our university has started using the CollegeNet Prospect™ software
interface, my expertise as a recruiter has had to shift from traditional recruiting
communication practices to learning to manage an automated system and serve growing
online audiences. In the past, engagement started when prospective applicants would seek
out opportunities to meet recruiting staff in person or talk with us on the telephone. These
exchanges were more conversation-like. Now that prospective applicants do their
research online, many do not have a conversation with a program representative until
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much later in their decision process, if at all. Regardless, these digital audiences also
expect to build a relationship and connect to a community remotely. But it is difficult to
make a connection or build an online relationship that is authentic in this way. One
reason authenticity is difficult to recreate online is voiced by Sherry Turkle (2015), she
suggests that only by being heard and understood in-person through face-to-face
conversation can we “learn to listen, develop our capacity for empathy, and exercise our
human capacity of sense-making.” Turkle posits that purely digital communication leads
to the devaluation of authentic experience in relationships where we begin to trust digital
messages more and each other less (2011).
Thus, engagement via more intimate and personal conversational communication
styles have been replaced by the tenets of online relationship marketing with the
expectation that digital messages will produce an attitude, promote belongingness, and be
representative of university culture and values. Since, prospective applicants will avoid
contact with live recruiters until they have formed an idea about an MBA program from
what they find online, they count on email exchanges to establish a connection. Thus, to
engage with prospective applicants, university recruitment communications are pushed to
be more marketing focused and self-promotional (Fairclough, 1993).
In my daily routine of using the CRM system, my goal is to send motivating but
correct information via email to coax a response from the email recipient. The targeted
emails that I send not only share information, but they also encourage interaction and
thus are a two-way communication conduit for relationship building. The importance of
engagement to relationship marketing cannot be overstated and the CRM software
interface facilitates relationship building with the prospective applicant audience.
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Fostering engagement with the audience is an important factor in relationship
marketing that includes both psychological and behavioral components. There are a
couple of ways that I can measure how engaged my audience is. One is through direct
observation of what steps the prospective applicant has taken, for example, they reply to
our email. The other requires that I presume that they are engaged through what they say
or the questions they ask us in an email reply. This is subtle and is up to my interpretation
of what I know about a prospective applicant based on what is collected inside the CRM
software interface.
Observable engagement is characterized by behaviors that I can see. This
engagement would be evidenced by clicks, views, replies, and any indication through
words or deeds that a prospective applicant has aligned their goals to our MBA program.
When an email is sent out of our CRM software interface and I receive a reply I can tell
from that reply how effective the information was that I sent. I can also measure how
closely our program matches their goals. When a prospective applicant replies but
responds in a way that misinterprets what our program offers, then I must correct their
misunderstanding by sending an impromptu email. Over time, we have reduced the need
to send spur-of-the-moment messages because we have curated a fine-tuned set of email
messages inside the CRM system to address most frequently asked questions.
Another type of engagement is called internal engagement. This is more difficult
to measure because it is interpreted from psychological or emotional markers that I
cannot see but instead must infer. This type of engagement happens through my ability to
guess a prospective applicant’s motivation based on cues such as, goals they have shared,
responses showing a level of commitment, or how connected they feel to our program.
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An example would be my receiving an email response saying, “it has always been a
dream of mine to come to your MBA program.”
Because the CRM system tracks all actions by prospective applicants and all
communications, I can consistently send a series of emails to foster dialogue and continue
to engage with them. In a one-person office, using the CRM system allows me to manage
multiple communications to hundreds of prospective applicants during a recruitment
season and send them the right message at the right time. In this section of the study, I
have described my understanding of the CRM software interface, the ways that data
cleaning, segmentation, and curation of marketing messages shape engagement, giving
the perspective of the CRM system from my insight as an MBA program recruiter. Next,
I will discuss the types of emails that I received as a prospective applicant to various
MBA programs.

Part Two – A Rhetorical Analysis of Emails
For the second part of my study, I posed as a prospective MBA applicant and
incorporated a meta focus as a practicing CRM system user to evaluate recruitment
emails. I submitted an online request for information form to 34 different MBA
programs2 so that I could be entered into their individual CRM systems.
As a CRM system user, I know that online data collection forms are important
and most of the ones I encountered were positioned at the top of the MBA programs’
main webpages. 64% of the online forms were located at the top of the webpage, 34%
were at the bottom, and 3% were on a page other than the main webpage.

2

As a note about my selection of which MBA programs to include in this study, all the
universities were selected from the AACSB website (www.aacsb.edu/accreditation/ accredited-schools).
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When I filled out the online request for information forms, the only question
asked by all 34 of the MBA programs was my name and email address. After that, there
was a wide variation in the number of questions on online forms and the level of personal
information collected. For example, Case Western University included five questions
none of which were personal, but New York University asked the most, at 17 questions,
that included personal identity-markers such as gender, ethnicity, and employment.
Therefore, I chose to make data collection the center-point of my study because I
expected programs that collected a lot of personal information from me would result in
my receiving a more targeted and relevant set of email messages. As a CRM user, the
segmenting affordance of CRM systems starts with data that can be acted upon.
From an analysis of the online forms, I formed two MBA program groups3 based
on the number of questions asked along with those questions that could be used as an
identity-marker such as, gender, citizenship, ethnicity, employment, sexual orientation, or
date of birth. Group-1 asked the least number of questions and did not include any
identity questions but did include free-form text boxes. Whenever I came across one of
these data fields, I typed-in the same response which was, “What is your average GMAT
score?” For the second group, Group-2, collected the most data about me not only in the
number of questions, but also included identity-marker questions.

Group-1 MBA programs included form questions in these categories:
•

Name and email, including first, last, middle, and preferred

•

Contact preferences, such as opt-ins for SMS or personal phone calls

3

The MBA program links to their request for information forms are located in Table 8 at the end.
Note that some may have made changes since the time of this study.
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•

Full mailing address, including country of residence

•

Program specific fields such as starting times or program choice

•

Educational background, self-reported test scores or GPA

•

Work experience, in years or type of industry

•

Free form text boxes, with or without a prompt

•

Marketing related fields, addressing how one found out about the program

Group-2 MBA programs included the above and also these identity-markers:
•

Ethnicity, including citizenship, permanent residence, or country of residence

•

Gender, including legal sex or sexual orientation

•

Employment status, including the name of employer or unemployed

•

Military status

•

Date of birth

Next, after I completed filling out each of the 34 MBA program’s online forms, I
received a series of emails from each of them. Between October 1st and December 22nd,
2018, I received 266 emails in total. As I received each email, except for opening them to
read, I did not click on any links, nor did I respond or reply to any emails that I received.
I chose this approach so that I could eliminate any variables in the type of content that
MBA programs would send to me. As a CRM system user, I knew that showing interest
such as with clicks or replies could indicate an interest that might trigger alternate
conversations.
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Each email series received were different in the number of emails sent, the timing
of the emails, and the email contents. I waited until I had collected all the emails together
before I assessed them by their rhetorical value in promoting their MBA program against
what data had been collected about me from that program. Since the function of a CRM
system is to collect and segment data to send relevant emails, I expected that programs
that knew the most about me would send the content that aligned with my needs.
From my perspective as a working adult, I would need information to recognize
the value of an MBA degree and how I could maintain my current job and still be a
successful student. From my knowledge of the affordances that CRM systems offer, if
used well, the right data collection strategy will yield pertinent information about those
interested in MBA programs that allow recruiters to engage with prospective applicants
and encourage them to apply to their program.
Data collection was the starting point of this part of my study, therefore, my
discussion will begin with the types of data collected from the online forms and how it
was used by the individual MBA program’s CRM system to affect the email messages
that I received as a prospective applicant.
Collecting and Segmenting
All the MBA programs had a webpage that had a request for information form
prominently displayed and easily accessed. When visiting the websites of each to fill out
the online forms, it was obvious that submitting them was encouraged. The placement of
the forms at the top of the webpage was an incentive to share my information. Not only
the placement of the form, but also the reassuring language used about submitting them,
promoted the idea that I would get more and presumably different information than what
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was posted on the website. From a CRM system users’ perspective, user experience is
positively correlated to online form completions (Preibusch, et. al., 2013). Also, some
forms were prepopulated with default data, such as “term” and “program of interest”
which, according to their research, also result in more forms being completed and
submitted. The ease of using the forms was exemplified by the text heading on Temple
University’s webpage making the claim that: “30-seconds is all it takes to know more.”
Getting more information was important to me because not all the websites were
easy to navigate or had included the content that was relevant to my specific situation.
For example, American University’s website included attractive visuals and aspirational
catchphrases, but it lacked details about costs, requirements, mode of delivery, or the
classes that I would take.
Figure 2 is a screenshot of a typical program webpage that invites prospective
applicants to request more information.

Figure 2: American University's online request for information form.
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With the rise in CRM technologies, online data collection forms have become
commonplace in university recruiting and prospective applicants expect them. From the
perspective of a CRM system user, interactions with prospective applicants begin with
data collected from an online request for information form.
Due to the semi-occluded process involved with how MBA programs function
and choose their students, prospective applicants have questions that are not always
answered from websites. Prospective applicants have unmet needs to find answers to
questions such as: Will I be accepted? How will I pay for it? What is my ROI? When
requesting information, Preibusch, et.al. have found that online audiences will complete
more form fields than required and provide more details than requested (2013). This is
also true for prospective applicants who willingly share their personal data with
universities in exchange for what they believe will be access to valuable information and
additional insights on MBA programs of interest to them. While it is possible to bypass
the form altogether if prospective applicants would telephone a program for information,
in the early stages of research, most will not call. Equally, many MBA programs are not
open to one-on-one conversations with prospective applicants prior to receiving a
completed application from them. This is because some have high volumes of inquiries
that make engagement unmanageable whereas others want to evaluate a prospective
applicant first so that they only spend time on those most likely to be selected.
Thus, many prospective applicants will never speak to a program representative
until after an application has been submitted. Therefore, unless a prospective applicant
submits the online request for information form, they will not receive the additional
information that will help them determine whether to apply or not. This activity leads to a
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CRM mediated communication cycle between MBA programs and prospective applicants
and makes Email a valued resource by both programs and applicants.
Next, I will discuss online forms used by Group-1 MBA programs and how
question inclusion and choice of data fields impact CRM systems.
Group-1 – online request for information forms
Looking at the data fields that Group-1 included on their online forms, we find the
common questions found on most online request for information forms that many of us
have encountered online. Most forms focus on contact information, and a few specific
questions about the program of interest. Table 3 shows the MBA programs in Group-1
and the questions included on their online forms.
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Table 3 – Group-1 online form questions asked
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At minimum, a CRM system needs an email address and the collection of name
data. Personalization is a big part of why companies invest in CRM systems and one of
the most common personalizations found is to use a person’s name in emails. Of the 266
emails, my first name was used 178 times (67% of all emails). As a CRM user, I expected
to see my name used often since name personalization is a cornerstone of relationship
marketing. Table 4 shows the various greetings and instances of how my name was used:
Table 4: How my name was used in personalization.

Personalization of emails by using my name
Preceded
by text

Name
data

Followed
by text

Number of times used

Dear

Tracie

94

Hello
Hey
Hi
Greetings

Tracie

45

Tracie

Hello again
Good afternoon

it's time
today is
tomorrow is
ask us your question
the 3rd deadline
get caught up

28

Tracie Esmaili

7

Tracie

4

The top three MBA programs that used my name the most were University of
Maryland, 15 times; Loyola with 12 times, and Ohio University greeted me by name on
every email they sent. It is noteworthy that although my name was collected into their
CRM system databases, neither Longwood nor Rutgers universities used my name on any
emails.
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In terms of the questions asked on online request for information forms, Case
Western University had the least number of questions that were not targeted enough to
use CRM segmenting affordances. For example, they have an on-campus requirement,
but they did not segment based on driving distance to their campus. Conversely, other
programs that did know my residence but did not segment my profile (Rutgers
University, Florida International University, and Arizona State University) missed an
opportunity to send messages out of their CRM systems to address the challenges that
driving distance has on program completion. I should note that I do not know if the
universities that were within driving distance used their knowledge and applied CRM
system segmenting on their messaging.
With the data field “program of interest,” Arizona State University sent
messaging for both their full-time and part-time programs even though I had chosen parttime on the online form. In contrast, Rutgers University’s CRM system “knew” that I was
interested in their part-time program because I was on the part-time MBA program’s
main webpage when I submitted my form. They also recognized my “term” of choice
because the form defaulted to the term that they were recruiting for. From a CRM system
user’s viewpoint, utilizing behavior-based logic is one of the more important affordances
of a CRM system.
Of the 7 schools that allowed me to type my question into a free-form text box,
none integrated that information into any of the sent messages. Free-form boxes can be
useful for recruiting but are not common. One reason is because the CRM system cannot
read and interpret free-form data. Many MBA programs avoid free-form text boxes
because of the staffing and time demands that are required to use them.
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Alternatively, from a relationship marketing perspective, MBA programs should
consider the engagement factor that free-form text boxes afford. For me as a prospective
applicant, they were an invitation to engage with the MBA program in a way that made
me feel connected. According to Jennifer Almjeld (2014), entering personalized data into
an online form is an opportunity for an individual to write themselves into their role and
enter the online community that they aspire to.
But without human interpretation, the data collected into these free-form fields are
meaningless to a CRM system. There is talk in the technology community that future
CRM systems may integrate with artificial intelligence (AI) software so that it can
interpret free-form text data combined with customer behaviors. There is also a growing
segment of add-on software products to enhance CRM systems with “intelligent”
affordances to analyze entire data-sets and make conclusions about them. Until then, freeform text boxes are only useful when acted upon by a human agent in the early stages of
data clean-up.
Two other data fields that were on many of the online request for information
forms that also led me to expect responses coming directly from MBA recruiters were the
data fields “phone number” and “mailing address.” However, I did not receive phone
calls from any Group-1 programs. Neither did sharing my full mailing address result in
mail except for two programs – Frostburg University and University of Baltimore – that
sent one promotional postcard to my home.
Some data fields were not used in a logical way. For example, George Mason
University asked if I wanted to opt in and receive SMS texts although no SMS texts were
sent to me. Another was with Loyola University and the University of North Carolina,
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Wilmington that allowed me to select “email only” as my choice of contact method; yet,
my phone number remained in their CRM database. Another illogical use of data was
how some MBA programs used data validation. For example, Shenandoah University
required the format of the phone number to be: (xxx) xxx-xxxx. From the standpoint of
data useful to a CRM system, this is problematic for anyone who does not have a U.S.
formatted phone number. Anyone with a non-conforming phone number would need to
type in a fake number in order to submit the form. As a CRM user, there is one possibility
why phone numbers and mailing addresses where collected but not used for engagement.
Possibly, these programs used the data to create a unique identifier to eliminate duplicate
profiles in their CRM systems.
Data fields were also included on Group-1 online request for information forms
that were solely for the benefit of university marketing departments. A typical example
was Arizona State University’s online form that asked for a response to the question
“How did you hear about us?” This question required me to choose one of eleven choices
that included, Radio, Web search, Web banner ad, Alumni, Friend, Employer, Newspaper
ad, among others. Based on my experiences with our CRM system’s marketing question,
most prospective applicants will choose “web or online search” because they are online
at the time this question is encountered. Additionally, from user-experience studies, if a
list of choices is long, people will not read the entire list of choices and instead choose
the first one that makes sense. As a CRM system user, I understand the need for
marketing questions, for example, if MBA programs start to advertise in the places that
prospective applicants frequent then other future prospective applicants may have more
opportunities to see MBA programs in the online spaces they frequent. Whether or not
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these types of marketing questions serve the interests of the prospective applicants or the
universities that ask them, is unknown.
Throughout Group-1, I found that most data collected about me was not used
effectively. Additionally, from my perspective as a CRM system user, the MBA
programs in Group-1 either needed to collect more information or use what they did have
combined with the CRM system’s logic to send relevant MBA program information. As
we move to discuss the next group, we begin to find that more questions are being asked,
not only in their quantity but also in their private nature.
Group-2 – online request for information forms
The MBA programs in Group-2 had the greatest number of questions and data
fields requesting personally identifiable information. Included were the “Diversity &
Identity” category that contained the data fields: “country of citizenship,” “U.S.
permanent resident,” “gender,” “ethnicity,” “LGBTQ,” “military or veteran,” and “date
of birth.” Also included, the “work” category with the data fields: “industry,” “years of
work experience,” and “employer.” The two most asked diversity questions in Group-2
were “gender” and “date of birth” and the two least asked questions were “ethnicity” and
“LGBTQ.” None used free-form text boxes or asked for my contact preferences. When
filling out the online forms for this group and due to the level of personal information
asked, I was especially interested in how my sharing sensitive information would
translate into better and more targeted emails. Table 5 below shows the MBA programs
and the questions included on their online forms.
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Table 5 – Group-2 online form questions asked
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Looking at the makeup of Group-2, it includes some large, well-known MBA
programs represented by Harvard Business School, Johns Hopkins University, University
of Virginia, New York University, Stanford University, Temple University, and
University of Pennsylvania. An important argument to consider was whether highly
ranked wealthy MBA programs were able to use their CRM systems more effectively due
to their institutions’ superior economic standing. Surprisingly, this fact did not seem to
translate into better use of the CRM systems’ capabilities in the email series analysis.
Whether an MBA program had a large endowment or not, there was no evidence that top
well-funded schools were any more successful in using their CRM system than others.
With one exception: Harvard Business School sent more and richer content about their
program than all the rest.
Four universities, Harvard Business School, University of Virginia, Stanford and
Ohio State universities used the data field, “gender” to send targeted email content more
than once about women and MBAs. Whereas, 6 programs requested “date of birth” but
none used it in any meaningful way in their messaging. Data fields relating to the
categories of “work” were asked by the University of Virginia that requested work
“experience in years” and Harvard Business School, Stanford University, and the
University of Pennsylvania included “industry.” Unexpectedly, one of the 34 MBA
programs, Richmond University, asked specifically for the name of my “employer” and if
I was not employed that I disclose, “not currently employed.”
One important data field that was missed by most MBA programs was “country of
citizenship.” While some prospective applicants may label this as a personally sensitive
question, it is one that aids an MBA program to immediately send pertinent information
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that international applicants need early in the recruitment process. Only 6 MBA programs
asked the citizenship question, whereas, 13 MBA programs instead asked for the
“country of residence.” However, “country of citizenship” and “country of residence” are
not the same and can result in sending wrong information. There are many people living
in places other than their country of citizenship. Furthermore, most MBA programs used
a general link or a button for international students to click. But this is not the same as
receiving targeted emails specific to your needs and implies it is a secondary concern.
Also, MBA programs use of the data field “country of residence” defaulted to “United
States” which gives the impression that U.S. is preferred and that other choices are out of
the norm. This is an example of the types of confusions that malformed or unasked
questions can generate that makes data collection using a CRM system problematic.
Generalized messages and folding everyone into a general pool is not necessary given the
segmenting affordances that CRM systems offer.
Not surprisingly,” ethnicity” was only included on two universities’ online request
for information forms – University of Virginia and New York University. Ethnicity is a
complex cultural construct that is difficult to articulate and a challenge to capture into a
CRM system to effectively segment an audience.
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For example, New York University (Fig.

Figure 3: NYU's ethnicity choices.

3) utilized the common groups most collected by
U.S. universities which included a yes/no choice
for Hispanic or Latino and then a drop-down with
standard categories relevant to U.S. diversity
initiatives. Conversely, the way that the
University of Virginia structured their ethnicity
question was very different.
Figure 4: UVA's ethnicity choices.

The University of Virginia included the
“Hispanic or Latino” question (Fig.4), but then
followed with a long list of ethnic background
choices suffixed with the word “American.” For
example, “Mexican American,” “Puerto Rican
American,” “Chinese American,” “South Asian
American,” etc. In all, the University of Virginia
had 14 choices for ethnicity, and none included
any Middle Eastern ethnic groups. More perplexing was their statement about why they
were collecting the data which was: “… the U.S. government requires the University of
Virginia to report on the racial and gender composition of its enrolled students.” It was
odd to place this statement on their online request for information form considering I am
only seeking information as a prospective applicant and not a student.
In combination with the data field “gender,” only New York University included
an additional question about “sexual orientation.” The way that the gender and sexual
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orientation data was collected makes using it questionable for segmentation in a CRM
system. On their form, there were three gender or sexual orientation questions. Table 6
shows how they presented the question and the drop-down choices to select from:
Table 6: NYU's gender-sexual orientation questions.

Question

Answer Choices

Legal Sex

Female, Male

Gender Identity

Woman Identified, Man Identified,
Non-Conforming

I identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and/or queer (LGBTQ)

Yes, No

Mathematically, there are 12 possible combinations from these choices and an
example of too much data to be useful for CRM system segmentation. The subtleties in a
set of choices this large is too complex for targeted messages. For example, a woman
identifying as a man and answering “no” to LGBTQ is too intricate and not an actionable
segment as described by Mehta, et. al. (1996). CRM systems require that the data be
collected with both a logic and a purpose. However, even though this type of data may
not be actionable for a CRM system, the rhetorical reasons to include expanded sexual
orientation and ethnicity questions are valid. When groups who have often been excluded
from the MBA success narrative see themselves included on online forms it begins to
convey to them a sense that they are welcome.
Overall in appearance, the exchange value to a prospective applicant’s giving of
her information to receive additional information is an even exchange. Yet in this study
there are questions about the use of personal data and whether its use is for prospective
applicants or others. Therefore, there appears that there are other purposes to collecting
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data that need to be brought out into the open. Scholars such as danah boyd (2012)
reminds us that data can be easily accessible to anyone who is curious, regardless of their
training. Also, writing and rhetoric scholarship on research methods wrestles with the
ethical complexities of data collection, who is allowed, how it should be done, and who
benefits (DeHertogh, 2018).
One possible reason that extensive data collection is important to MBA programs
is because they have been working hard to diversify their student bodies (Smith-Barrow,
2015). Society at large is interested in increasing the representation and improving the
economic situation of underrepresented groups. MBA degrees help people navigate into
positions of power within organizations and are endorsed by MBA programs as affording
graduates those opportunities. Therefore, further investigation into the relationship of
data collection on online request for information forms and who benefits is warranted.
Next, I will discuss the emails that I received after submitting the different MBA
programs’ online request for information forms.
Email Curation and Engagement
Permission based email campaigns have been shown in marketing research to
have a positive effect on customer loyalty and positive customer perceptions of a brand
(Zhang, 2017). Once a perspective applicant hits the online form’s submit-button, they
have given their legal permission for the MBA program to send them email messages.
The assets that are created and stored inside the CRM system are the foundation
of email marketing campaigns. These assets include, images, HTML templates, and
content along with the workflows that set the sequence and timing of them. The purpose
of curation inside the CRM system is to have relevant, valuable information available to
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send out that attracts people, builds trust and engages. Assets are created with
relationship marketing precepts to build and deepen relationships with prospective
applicants over time by repeatedly and consistently delivering content that they care
about and want to read. The emails that I received from the various MBA programs that I
applied to also demonstrated that they were sending curated assets out of their CRM
systems in a systematic way to encourage me to apply. The emails that arrived in my
inbox were likely written long before I ever filled out their online forms. Also, they used
their CRM system affordance of timing and sequencing to send email in a timely manner.
Consequently, I looked at how well each MBA program used their CRM system’s
curated assets to foster engagement.
To gauge the effectiveness of each email series, I created a rubric (Table 7) to
rank each series according to CRM system affordance use, what information they knew
about me, and if the content in the series met my needs as a prospective applicant. The
rubric was divided into three areas of concern: Timing & Series, Content, and Design.
Table 7: Rubric to gauge effectiveness of email series.
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Timing & Sequence
When engaging with audiences in written forms, the rhetorical concept of Kairos,
is central to sending the right message at the right time. CRM systems help MBA
programs make timely appeals and match email messages to the situation at hand.
Therefore, it is important to look at the email series as a unit to gauge their overall
success at using the rhetorical concept of Kairos in meeting the immediate needs of the
prospective applicant audience. In this section, I discuss the effectiveness of the emails I
received in terms of the CRM systems’ timing of emails, how many were sent, in what
order they were received, and whether a kairotic moment of engagement is present.
Each of the MBA programs’ email series had a different timing and sequence.
However, most all sent their first email to me within 24-48 hours of my submitting an
online request for information form. One MBA program, George Mason University, did
not send an email until six days later which, as a prospective applicant looking at more
than one program, I felt was not timely enough to be useful.
Also, most emails arrived in my email inbox Monday through Friday during
daytime business hours. This is a good choice for a couple of reasons. First, since the
MBA programs “knew” that I was a working professional, it made sense that I would be
using my email inbox during these times which made it more likely that I read their
emails. Secondly, most every email I received included the call to action to “contact us.”
Thus, it is more likely that a recruitment staff member would be available to speak with
me if I chose to contact them when I received their email.
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There were also instances when MBA programs’ CRM system workflows were
poorly timed. One email I received from

Figure 5: GWU's mistimed information.

Ohio State University arrived on October 25th
with the invitation in bold print to “Apply by
Oct. 15th” and offering to waive the $60
application fee. Another, from George
Washington University (Fig. 5), received on
October 9th, 2018 listed deadlines for June
and July 2018.
CRM systems are not intelligent but rather are programmed to send out whatever
email has been associated with that pool segment no matter how flawed or illogical it is.
In terms of Kairos, emails this badly timed greatly diminish the credibility of the sender.
Of importance, Kairos includes not just time, but also opportunity, and one email
I received was very effective in their use of
my kairotic moment searching for an MBA
program to join. Johns Hopkins University’s
first email (Fig. 6) took advantage of my
request for more information to reiterate my
story – that I was beginning a journey, that I
could expect information, and that I will get
to know them better over the next few weeks.
The reason that kairotic moments are
so powerful is precisely because they allow

Figure 6: JHU's first email.
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an MBA program recruiter to tap into a person’s immediate need to “know more.”
Therefore, Johns Hopkins University’s first email took advantage of this particular point
in time that was presented to both of us. The CRM systems’ ability to curate pre-made
content and release it as needed helps MBA recruiters to resonate with its prospective
applicant audiences.
Not only with the first email received, the kairotic moment must be sustained
throughout the series. Very few of the MBA

Figure 7: Ohio U's first email.

programs were successful in this regard. A
successful series should send emails at
adequate intervals that follow a pattern where
the emails should have transitions that provide
a sense of what to expect next and a sense of
closure when the communication cycle is over.
Using these criteria, one MBA program had
some success meeting the standard for using
the CRM system’s affordances of timing and
sequencing to be effective throughout the
series. Ohio University sent a series of six
emails that were timed so that I received the
first three emails one-day apart and then oncea-week for the final three emails. The first
email (Fig. 7) came immediately after I submitted the request for information form. This
was effective because it opened with a problem – that “pursuing a degree is a big
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decision” – then offered the solution, which was that they will provide the information I
need. As a seeker of a program, the acknowledgment of the difficulty in finding the right
program “for me” resonated and made me feel like they understood my situation.
The other timely asset that was included in the email was a video where I could
“hear what students are saying about the program.” Ohio University was one of the few
programs that linked to a video in the first email. By sending an email that correctly
articulated my “problem,” giving me a solution, and then including a video of other
working adult students speaking specifically about the challenges and fears that I also
felt, was the right email at the right time.
Not as successful was the second email from Ohio University. This one was sent
the next day a little after noontime and included a greeting “good afternoon” along with
my name. This was an appropriate greeting if I had opened the email in the afternoon;
however, I didn’t open it until nighttime a few days later. As a CRM system user, using
time references, such as “good afternoon” are not appropriate choices because the
prospective applicant might not open the email at the time it was sent. While time of day
greetings may not seem a big concern, it is important to imagine that a reader might open
their email at midnight. In this instance, a simple substitution—Greetings, Tracie, would
have indicated a sense of asynchronous communication realities.
Overall, Ohio University’s series of six emails were sent at useful intervals, their
strongest point was that their most powerful message arrived first – this immediately
made a strong first impression. In their email, it appeared that they understood my
problem and had the solution. The affordance of the CRM system to time emails in a
predetermined pattern creates a sense of timeliness.
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The power of the kairotic moment requires not only a moment in context, but also
that content and design contribute to what James Kenneavy and others have said is "the
circumstances that open moments of opportunity" (Writing Commons, online). In the
next section, I will discuss how content and design are also a co-contributor to that
unique moment in time that makes a message appealing to audiences.
Content & Design
All CRM systems have email editors for coding email files in HTML that affords
visually appealing and interactive email content. Insight and planning go into the creation
of email files prior to ever sending one out of the CRM system. By the time a marketing
campaign is ready to launch, the goal will be to have ample email content to send at the
right moment that is relevant, valuable, informative, and attractive to foster engagement.
Email content is a wide-ranging term that includes both the tangible and intangible items
of an email file such as, images, hyperlinks, text, multimedia, design elements, layout,
and more. Well-crafted content produces an email series that creates trust, promotes
credibility, and establishes authority for an MBA program that influences prospective
applicants to apply.
Per relationship marketing approaches, engagement with digital audiences
requires that MBA program recruiters consider the needs, thoughts, and feelings of
prospective applicants and adapt email content to meet them on their terms. However, in
judging the emails that I received from the MBA programs, I noticed a tension between
two differing foci. One, presented itself as the MBA programs’ need to emphasize
requirement criteria and application processes. On the other hand, I, as a prospective
applicant, wanted to know more about how a program fit my situation and what a
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program could do for me. A CRM system’s primary role is to send messages of value so
that prospective applicants can visualize the program’s value with information that they
would not have discovered on their own. Many of the MBA programs’ email series that I
received were not effective in meeting this standard.
As a CRM system user, I expected that the email series would articulate its
purpose and set the tone individually and collectively. While it is true that most email
content has been created by more than one person and produced at differing times, the
genre of recruitment email follows certain conventions. This was demonstrated by the
emails that I received; regardless of the MBA program, emails were similar in content,
tone, arrangement, and style. I identified three different styles: text with logo, text plus
image(s), and newsletter style. In terms of content, there was a mixture; appeals to apply
or attend an event, promotional profile-raising material, and fact-based information. All
the emails I received had multiple links to outside content, usually directed to a webpage.
Also, a few of the universities included links to video content.
The most notable first emails I received were from Ohio University and Johns
Hopkins University that I discussed earlier. After those two universities, Stanford
University, New York University, and the University of Baltimore made good use of
timing, content, and design standards. Their first emails in their series included an
obvious purpose, were personalized, had calls to action, and addressed audience
concerns. The template layouts were organized, their graphics added to understanding,
and the email files were responsive across devices (laptop and mobile phone).
Stanford University’s email opened with a subject line typical for all first emails
which was an invitation to “learn more about us.” There was a picture of campus at the
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top followed by “Hi,” and my name. They thanked me for my interest and told me that
“throughout the year” I will receive more information. They used the gender data
collected from my online request for information form to assume my interest in women
and MBAs to share a video link from the “women at Stanford.” They ended with “we’ll
be in touch soon.” Stanford used an implied call to action to “look out for more
information from us.” Stanford University’s email included most of the important
touchpoints necessary to be an effective first email. However, they could have improved
my experience by adding direct contact information or giving me instructions about how
to contact someone if I had an immediate question.
New York University was another

Figure 8: NYU's first email.

good example of a first email (Fig. 8) that
used CRM affordances to send interesting,
useful and well-designed content. They
included personalization, thanked me for
my interest, then instead of talking about
themselves, they linked me to a video to
listen to their students talking about the
MBA program. They also included links to
content that I had not seen before, such as
an online brochure. This is much more effective than simply linking me back to the same
webpages that I have already visited. They did include a contact phone number, although
they did not directly invite me to get in touch with them. Again, in this email the call to
action was subtle, inviting me to sign up for an information session and merely “keep
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learning more.” New York University’s strength in their first email was instead of talking
about themselves, they allowed others to do that for them – using endorsements is an
effective rhetorical tool that many other MBA programs also used at various times in
their email series.
In terms of series beyond the first email, the University of Baltimore was effective
because they immediately dived into the “reasons why” I should get my MBA at their
university. They had a personalized salutation, then emphatically stated to me that; “you
are ready,” that “your time is valuable,” and that “we are the solution.” Problem-solution
themes are powerful ways to establish credibility and establish expertise with your
audience. Also, instead of using circles or dots as bullet points, they used the three actionoriented words: “Powerful,” “Flexible,” “Designed for YOU.” They ended with the offer
that if I apply now, I would receive an application fee waiver. Also, they encouraged me
to contact them directly either by email or by phone. Another reason that the University
of Baltimore’s email was effective was that they used a visually consistent look and
design features throughout their email series and they always included a salutation with
my name. More importantly, they always used the word “you” in almost all the emails
they sent and consistently told me that “you’ve picked a great time,” “you’re ready,”
“you have options,” “designed for YOU.” Placing the prospective applicant into the
setting is identity building and moves prospective applicants to imagine themselves into
the role of becoming an MBA student. One serious weakness was in their lack of
graphics that represented real people which did not show diversity.
Other universities’ series were not as effective because many of them went
abruptly to the demand to “apply now!” or overemphasized deadlines. Temple
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University’s series pushed for an application or an RSVP from me without sharing much
information about their program that felt overly aggressive. Calls to action, particularly in
the first email, do not need to be overt. To maintain engagement, emails should offer a
balance between facts about the program and the technicalities of how to submit an
application.
In terms of an entire series, there was a wide range in which MBA programs were
effective. More importantly, my having received more emails from some MBA programs
than others did not necessarily impact effectiveness. For example, the MBA program that
sent the most emails over the 8-week period was the University of Maryland with a total
of 22 emails. However, the most obvious flaw in their series was that they did not use the
CRM system to segment me into their part-time program pool. Instead, I received emails
with information about both the full-time and part-time programs. This was confusing
because the emails would alternate randomly between the two programs and it was
difficult to determine which program was being promoted.
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Harvard Business School was second in

Figure 9: HBS's second email.

number of emails sent, at 19. Although they did
not send an effective first email and also did not
personalize most emails in the series, the bulk of
the emails were a rich source of information that
described not only the character and culture of
their program but also explained why I should
aspire to earn a Harvard MBA. Also, many of the
emails were women focused because they used
data from the CRM system, where I indicated an
interest in their “women” community. They also
included a “you” focus (Fig. 9), multiple student testimonials, links to virtual campus
tours, video links, and most importantly, gave links to see the profile of their most recent
class profile.
When I first filled out the Harvard request for information form, I was interested
in if they would discuss how difficult it is to be selected for their program. However, their
emails never discussed their selectiveness. Instead, they used encouraging and optimistic
language. Although I did not click any links to podcasts, workshops, or invitations to
view a class profile, I imagined that perhaps they would have indicated the rigorous
selection process in other ways. Another interesting aspect was that Harvard Business
School did not have any calls to action beyond offering ever more seemingly endless
information about the program. They had the most information that was useful, relevant,
rich, descriptive, addressed audience concerns, with well-designed graphics, and a variety
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of styles of templates which included newsletter formats. Of note, most emails did not
invite a response but rather encouraged prospective applicants to learn more, read more,
watch, or listen. This is understandable given their rigorous selection process and if their
business practices dictate not speaking with unvetted prospective applicants.
Another series of interest and although the first two initial emails from Richmond
University were not helpful, they did send a series of four emails (Fig. 10) that were
effective. Each had a common layout that addressed a different word-theme that
described their program. This series was effective because it told a story about the
program using pattern and repetition that grabs attention and engages. Overall, the email

Figure 10: Richmond U’s series of four emails.
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series was built for specific context with an obvious purpose using a cohesive theme that
developed interest. They offered an abundance of information about program details that
covered the most common topics of interest for prospective applicants and each email
concluded with the invitation to “connect with us today.” They also inserted a word cloud
at the bottom in the shape of a spider echoing the words, Rigorous, Relevant, Responsive,
Connected, which were the same words used in the body of their email to describe their
program.
Overall, MBA programs curated content in their CRM systems to engender
engagement with their audience of prospective applicants. The CRM system holds these
assets and releases them in a systematic way that helps to build relationships with
prospective applicants. The curated assets work together to convert inquiries into
applicants by including calls to action that encourage engagement. Done well, MBA
programs can attract, educate, address objections, establish credibility, build trust, and
inspire prospective applicants to take the next step. The curated assets that push email out
to prospective applicants are more than just content, they are an extension of the MBA
program that they represent.

Conclusion
To use a CRM system effectively requires a commitment and a strong
administrative mindset to enforce rules and attend to data to keep the system running. If
done well, you will have the means to collect actionable data to drive long-term,
consistent, repetitive communication campaigns to a large audience. I began my
investigation into CRM systems because of my familiarity with them and my interest in
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understanding how the CRM affordances of data collection, segmenting, and curation
might impact MBA program recruitment messaging. Through my study, I found that to
use a CRM system effectively requires a bundle of skills that are very different than those
associated with MBA prospective applicant recruiting at the personal level. More
importantly, it brought to light that foundational knowledge in traditional rhetorical
practices will positively contribute to the overall success in using a CRM system. This
means that to simply capture a prospective applicant’s data and hook them in to an Email
workflow is not enough. A quantity of tailored Email messages that authentically
communicate the value of an MBA program must be crafted according to the principles
of the art of rhetoric that begins with knowing your audience. But to know the audience,
accurate and usable data is needed. Yet in this study, the discussion about data collection
shows its technical, rhetorical, and ethical complexities that sometimes seem difficult to
untangle. It is a common misconception that CRM systems offer a simplified and more
cost-effective marketing and recruiting process. Instead, these systems have steep
learning curves and their benefits can turn into burdens when confronted by laborintensive complex systems.
Therefore, it was not a surprise that I found that CRM systems were not used as
well as they could have been. This viewpoint started with the online data collection forms
that either collected too little or too much information about me which resulted in some
emails seemingly irrelevant to my situation or known facts being ignored that would have
directly impacted my success. Also, timing and sequencing seemed a challenge that had
consequences on email usefulness. Although CRM data collection and segmentation
affordances were underutilized, nonetheless the affordances of curation and engagement
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made up for these deficiencies for some programs. This result means that great content
consistently delivered is the more important affordance of a CRM system. The iterative
process of invention during the Email development stage merits careful attention to both
technological and traditional rhetorical considerations.
One lesson learned is that engagement starts with data collection; therefore, it is
important to investigate what must absolutely be known about a prospective applicant to
ethically promote an MBA program. Universities are using ever more sophisticated
statistical analyses to better understand their prospective applicant pool. It is important to
do an analysis to understand what information should be collected to know which
prospective applicants are coming to the website’s online form. More importantly,
knowing the right data to collect will also show who is being excluded from an
institution’s diversity goals. Online data collection forms should be evaluated not only
from the prospective applicant and MBA program perspectives, but also scrutinized from
the rhetorical perspectives of inclusiveness.
Future investigation into the relationship of data collection on online request for
information forms and who benefits is warranted. This is especially important when faced
with the growing possibility that CRM software vendors are attracted to the idea that a
“complete cradle to grave” profile should be the goal of universities. Such monoliths that
strive to capture the universe of data about prospects, applicants, students, and alumni,
should be concerning to everyone.
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Table 8: List of 34 MBA Program's websites used in the study.

MBA
PROGRAM
AU

WEB SITE ADDRESS
https://onlinebusiness.american.edu/mba/

ASU

https://wpcarey.asu.edu/mba-programs/part-time

BABSON
BC

http://www.babson.edu/academics/graduate-school/mba-program/
https://www.bc.edu/bc-web/schools/carroll-school/graduate/mba/part-time-mba.html

CASE
DARDEN

https://weatherhead.case.edu/degrees/masters/mba/part-time/
https://www.darden.virginia.edu/executive-mba-formats/

DREXEL

https://www.lebow.drexel.edu/academics/graduate/mba/part-time-mba

FIU
FROSTBURG

https://business.fiu.edu/graduate/professional-mba-weekend/index.cfm
https://www.frostburg.edu/academics/majorminors/graduate/ms-businessadministration/index.php
http://business.gmu.edu/mba-programs/
https://business.gwu.edu/academics/programs/mba

GMU
GWU
HBS

https://www.hbs.edu/mba/Pages/default.aspx

JHU

https://carey.jhu.edu/programs/mba/part-time/

LAMAR

https://www.lamar.edu/business/graduate-degrees/mba/index.html

LONGWOOD

http://www.longwood.edu/business/mba/

LOYOLA

https://www.loyola.edu/sellinger-business/academics/graduate/part-time-mba

NYU
ODU
OHIO

http://www.stern.nyu.edu/programs-admissions/mba-programs
https://www.odu.edu/academics/programs/masters/business-administration
https://business.ohio.edu/pmba

OSU
QUINNIPIAC

https://fisher.osu.edu/graduate/wpmba
https://www.qu.edu/schools/business/programs/mba/flexible-delivery-mba.html

RICHMOND
RIDER

STANFORD
TEMPLE

https://robins.richmond.edu/mba/prospective-students-index.html
https://www.rider.edu/academics/colleges-schools/college-businessadministration/graduate-business-programs/mba-master-of-business-administration
http://www.business.rutgers.edu/part-time-mba
https://www.salisbury.edu/academic-offices/business/mba/
https://www.su.edu/business/programs/graduate-program/master-of-businessadministration-degree/
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/programs/mba
https://www.fox.temple.edu/mba/

UBALT
UNCW

http://www.ubalt.edu/merrick/graduate-programs/mba/
https://csb.uncw.edu/MBA/index.html

UMD

https://www.rhsmith.umd.edu/programs/part-time-mba

UPENN

https://mba.wharton.upenn.edu/

VT
WEBER

https://mba.vt.edu/
https://www.weber.edu/mba

RUTGERS
SALISBURY
SHENANDOAH

